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About This Content

With 100+ minutes of new epilogues & short films, the Indie Game: The Movie Special Edition DLC is another film's worth of
stories, crafted by the directors of the original award-winning feature documentary. Find out about what happened after to the

developers of Super Meat Boy & FEZ, and about other games and game creators.

- 100+ minutes of new short films in 1080p
- Epilogues: What happened after?
- Stories about more game creators

- Deleted Scenes
- New Team Meat Commentary

(Note: The IGTM DLC contains English Subtitles only. The original feature film continues to have subtitles in 24 different
languages available)
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indie game the movie special edition dlc

Very good start to a MMO, you pick your own skills want to advance in, magic or combat stuff, its your pick. each level up, you
get a point to put into what you like, Stats atm, are raised defaut, but is lots of bonus weapons to aid you in your stats needed. i
went as a mage\/healer, and its been fun so far. give game a try, you wont be sad. well worth the cost they asking.

. Great game!
Far better level design compared to the first encounter in my opinion.
Gameplay wise it is a hell of alot of fun with a lot of enemies, lots of guns and more fun!
When it comes to VR i would say serious sam games are by far one of the best when it comes to options. They have both
onward style movement and teleportation. Both with different methods of comfort options to make each work the best for you.
. The controls are horrible, the game is extremely diffcult, and it is very easy to get motion sickness!!!!!!!!!!!!! Please I want a
refund for this Item!! 2\/10 Just cause it looks cool when your not moving.... A relatively easy free achievment game for people
with fast typing speeds. Took me a little over an hour and my friend and I got a few laughs out of some of the horrendous
memes on here. It's one of those "So bad it's good" types of games, and I think that they executed the theme pretty well.. Well,
personally, I'm a fan of horror games, but as far as I've played this game, it has completely different atomsphere from others.
Sometimes, it does lag in small amount when it comes to rendering big terrain but it disappears quickly. To be short, this game
is as good as it can be for indie developers, and also, I had a nice time playing it.
P.S more puzzles next time :). shocked at how this game can be getting only mixed reviews. long learning curve and many well
thought out mechanics. after many hours with Soviet Republic recently, I especially appreciate the competitive mechanics in
Railroad Corp. and am looking forward to multiplayer.

the campaign missions feel like a tutorial to prep you for competitive play. The missions are open ended and allow you to
explore different strategies if you ignore the time bonuses. Many ways to make and spend money early and easy to go bankrupt
once you start buying higher tier goods.

a few crashes and some glitchy early access things, but nothing that has kept me from having fun. Very solid core shines
through.

what I would like to see changed the most is an adjustment to the map so you can see the topography better. Too much guessing
when trying to find the cheapest path between cities.

5 stars. I highly recommend this as a board game style railroad game. if you want the deep sandbox simulation, go with Soviet
Republic

noteworthy soundtrack. pretty good game. I usually don't write reviews, but this game definitely deserves love so here goes.

As others said, if you've played GDT, you're basically going to love this. It has numerous features GDT players always asked for
and even more incoming.
There's only one developer which makes the development a bit slow, but they are very active and truly invested in the game and
its community which really makes up for it.

It isn't as easy as GDT and some mechanics may be very confusing for beginners, so you're probably going to have a hard time
in your first playthrough (unless you are better than me, which actually may not be that hard). Fortunately the developer is
working on improving this as i am writing this review

Pros
+ Competitors actually exist, you can steal employees from them, spy on them to unlock new things, crack their games to hit
their reputation or even buy them to get their fans
+ You can have multiple studios, allowing you to develop multiple games at once, or porting your games to all existing consoles
quickly and make profit
+ As said above, you can port games to other consoles, a feature that GDT really needed and never got
+ A very wide-range of consoles, if not all
+ While currently a bit limited (No modding support as of yet), there is a sandbox mode for anyone who love to screw around
like me
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+ Active development, so much this review will quickly become outdated; If you want to wait a bit to see if the game gets what
you're searching for, you should join the game's discord server
+ You can freely customize your studios, meaning you can add PLANTS EVERYWHERE (cc @ GrayStillPlays)
+ Ever-improving, convenient and intuitive UI
+ Can develop sequels without having to unlock it (shame on you GDT)
+ Only 16 euro for hours and hours of gameplay

Cons
- No modding support (yet)
- No ability to create your consoles or PCs
- Managing employees is currently a bit of a pain, though the next update should greatly improve that aspect
- Porting games only require 1 employee, but also an entire studio. The resulting strategy is to have a swarm of mini-studios of 1
employee to port your games to all consoles and maximize profit; Needless to say, it's a bit inconvenient to manage
. Game is deperately buggy and seems to have been abandoned for their new project, moonstone tavern, save your money and
let this company die. I enjoy 100%-ing games. This is not a good game for that.

I enjoy jigsaw puzzles (I have completed 24,000 piece puzzle "Life"). This is a game for that.

Price-wise, this is extremely expensive 100%.

Price-wise, this is extremely cheap collection of puzzles (digital, yes, but where else would you get 2000 pieces of quality
content for less then 5\u20ac?).

I've completed 8% of the game in 50 hours. For me, that is 600+ hours of content for about 200\u20ac when bought on sale.
Which is 0.33 cents per hour of peaceful puzzling (turn on the sounds, it's lovely). Mainstream games are 50 hours of content
for 60\u20ac. Do the math.

To conclude
Looking for a quick, cheap 100%? This is not for you.
Others? Might as well try, you know. There is about 30 hours of free content and a free new puzzle every month. If you
complete that, you get a token with which you can buy another puzzle from "the Kiosk".
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really quick and fun game took me 20 min to complete honestly top 10 fav indie game. I've had this gathering dust in my Steam
games library for a while and thought I'd give it a whirl.

I wasn't expecting great things from it as the reviews have been so mixed.

However, I must confess that I am REALLY enjoying this so far. The controls (I'm using a usb converter for my old N64
controller) were difficult to get to grips with initially but thats kind of the point with this game. The keyboard and mouse
options nearly made me give up on this game but now I'm using a controller it just seems to make much more sense.

I'm loving the atmosphere and the strangely beautiful parallax graphics. The minimalist sounds, excellent soundtrack, as well as
the voice acting are all top notch as well for an indie title.

For a game that cost me next to nothing it's managed to pull me away from some newly purchased AAA titles which cost a hell
of a lot more and this is about as big a compliment as I can pay.

It does have some minor isues such as save points (you die you restart the level which can be frustrating) and my drone has
gotten stuck occasionally but this inexplicably reminds me of my Amiga gaming days - yep I'm an old fart and started on the
ZX80 spectrum before getting heavily into the glorious C64 etc - so I can easily forgive these little quibbles in order to envoke
those feelings again.

You can get this on most sites now for pennies and if you have access to a controller that you're familiar with then I strongly
suggest you treat yourself to an unexpected gem of a game.

Like I said, loving this and I REALLY hope there is an Anoxemia 2 in the works.

A strong 7 out of 10 from me. It would have been a rare 8+ but the keyboard and mouse controls diminish the enjoyment of the
game to the point that a controller is a prerequisite and I appreciate that not everyone either likes or has access to this option..
ehhhhhhhh????? ok. more bondage than 50 shades of grey. Great game. Some of the puzzles really gave me headaches.. Heroes
Rise: The Hero Project is an entertaining story, and it is bigger than its predecessor, but I found it to be a weaker entry overall.

While Heroes Rise: The Prodigy deals with the protagonist starting his career as a hero and most of the choices revolve around
how the hero uses their powers, Heroes Rise: The Hero Project moves the protagonist onto a super-powered reality TV show.
While the writing is still fun, and I still like the characters, suddenly the story branching points are less about the actual heroing
and more about the petty politics of a Survivor style reality TV show. Presumably, this story is more mutable by the player as a
result, but I found the choices to be less exciting.

Ultimately, I would still recommend this title because it is an entertaining super-powered romp with a really, really fun climax.
It also gives the (presumably) upcoming third instalment a really good kick-off.

Buy it, and impress all your friends by not only reading books without pictures, but by also playing games without graphics..
Love this series of games. Not quite sure why, but something satisfying about roaming around and collecting items to progress.
That said this one didn't feel quite as fun as the last 2 in the series? Maybe it's too much of the same?
Also, the last achievement to get 100% for lock-picking took ages to find any treasure chests!
Still a fantastic game and well worth a play :). very great game
. So Panzer Corps is back, and finally we get to to play as the Soviets.

I played Panzer General over 20 years ago, so that welcome feeling of comfortable old shoes is there. Sure, not much has
changed since then, other than you, me and the rest of the world.

Soviet Corps looks, feels and behaves a lot like its ancestor completing the European campaigns of Panzer Corps.
As a DLC, there\u2019s plenty of content, 26 scenarios for a fully fledged campaign, the usual huge variety of units, maps,
heroes and so on.

I foresee a bare minimum of 50-60 hours of gameplay on the first playthrough.
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Only this time it\u2019s different, because keeping your beloved units alive is quite a challenging task.
Enjoy a walk in the park as you stroll through Japanese units in the first scenario, squash Poland and defeat hardened Finnish
snipers, then, behold, it\u2019s Barbarossa, and there will be blood, plenty of it.

OVERALL 8\/10
Best campaign after Afrika, well done.
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